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Individually marked tracer tablets were used to determine tablet transit times and coating weight variation.   Each tracer tablet

was marked with a unique letter and number. The marked tablets were dried to constant weight in a 50°C oven.  After drying,

the weight of each individual tablet was recorded. At the start of each trial, groups of 100 marked tablets were added to the 

in-feed side of coating process every 30 seconds for 2.5 minutes for a total of 500 marked tablets in each trial.  The time of 

addition for each group of marked tablets was recorded.  

As the coating progressed, all coated tablets were captured from the discharge side of the pan in individual bags at 30 second

intervals.  After completion of each coating trial, the tracer tablets were sorted from each bag and the time of discharge for each

tablet was recorded. This allowed tablet transit times through the coater to be determined with an accuracy of ± 30 seconds.

The coating formulation used a low level of Yellow #10 pigment to allow for visual assessment of color uniformity but still allow

for the markings on the tracer tablets to be clearly seen (Figure 2).

The recovered tracer tablets were then re-dried to constant weight and re-weighed to determine the actual coating WG applied

to each tablet as well as coating weight variation amongst each set of marked tablets.  Drying the tablets to constant weight

before and after coating ensured that any moisture gain or loss as a result of the coating process would not impact the accuracy

of coating weight gain determination.

Comparative trials were conducted using marked tablets in a 48ʺ fully perforated batch pan at the same 3.0% target WG, coating

solids concentrations, and appropriate process scale-out factors to maintain similar thermodynamic conditions (EEF) and linear

pan velocity.  The process conditions used for these trials are shown in Table 2.

Figure 2. Example of Marked Tracer Tablets Before and After Coating

Table 2. Process Conditions Used for 48ʺ Batch Coating Trial

Coated Tablet Appearance – Continuous Coating Process

All coated tablets were uniform in appearance with no visually apparent defects.  Excellent logo definition was noted for all 

samples (Figure 3).

Results

Figure 3. Coated Tablet Appearance
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Tablet Residence and Transit Times

Tablet transit times through the continuous coater averaged 15 min at 680 kg/hr and 14 min at 850 kg/hr respectively.  For each

trial 50% of all marked tablets exited the coater within a span of ~2-3 minutes while the remaining 50% of the marked tablets

exited the coater in an elapsed coating time as short as 11.5 minutes. 

In the case of a few tablets, 27 minutes of coating time elapsed.  Statistical representations of tablet transit times are shown in

Figures 4 and 5.

Coated Tablet Weight Gain and Variability – Continuous Coating Process

For Trial 1, coated tablet WG averaged 3.0% as targeted.  For Trial 2, the average WG was slightly below target at 2.7% WG.

It is suspected that there was a slight increase in the resident pan load at the higher throughput rate of 850 kg/hr compared to

the previous trial at 680 kg/hr.   Surprisingly, it was found that coated tablet weight gain was independent of residence time

despite some tablets remaining within the coater for a substantially longer period of time than others.  It is likely that some tablets

appear more frequently in front of the spray zone while others appear less frequently, similar to typical tablet movement in 

traditional batch coating.  This relationship between elapsed coating time and coating weight gain is shown with 4 sets of marked

tablets in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Tablet Progression Through the CTC 

at 680 kg/hr (20% Solids Concentration)

Figure 5. Tablet Progression Through the CTC 

at 850 kg/hr (25% Solids Concentration)

Figure 6. Effect of Tablet Residence Time on Coating Weight Gain in the CTC

Coated tablet weight variation ranged from 15.25% relative standard deviation (RSD) to 22.37% RSD. Increasing throughput

rates and higher coating solids concentration resulted in increased weight variability as shown in Table 3.



Coating variability and tablet movement in a production scale continuous coating process were quantified. Tablets progressed

through the continuous process with relatively small variability in transit times and exhibited superior uniformity compared to

tablets coated in a traditional batch coater. Higher productivity coating systems (≥20% solids) are better suited for continuous

processes where coating weight variability is reduced relative to traditional batch coating processes. Further work is ongoing to

assess the effects of changing pan speeds and even higher solids concentration coatings in continuous coating processes.

Conclusions

The information contained herein, to the best of Colorcon, Inc.’s knowledge is true and accurate.  Any recommendations or suggestions of 

Colorcon, Inc. with regard to the products provided by Colorcon, Inc. are made without warranty, either implied or expressed, because of

the variations in methods, conditions and equipment which may be used in commercially processing the products, and no such warranties

are made for the suitability of the products for any applications that you may have disclosed.  Colorcon, Inc. shall not be liable for loss of

profit or for incidental, special or consequential loss or damages.

Colorcon, Inc. makes no warranty, either expressed or implied, that the use of the products provided by Colorcon, Inc., will not infringe any

trademark, trade name, copyright, patent or other rights held by any third person or entity when used in the customer’s application.
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Coating Uniformity Comparison with Traditional Batch Coater

Reference trials in the 48ʺ batch pan exhibited higher coated tablet weight variation than trials conducted in the CTC.  This is 

especially significant given the much longer actual coating time in the batch coater vs. the CTC.  A comparison between coating

uniformity in the CTC vs. the traditional batch coater is shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Coating Weight Gain and Variability

Table 4.  Coating Time and Coating Uniformity 

Comparison – CTC vs. Batch Coating
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